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Procurement Technical Assistance Program

PTAC Support to Government Acquisition Organizations
The Procurement Technical Assistance Program (PTAP) was established to expand the number of businesses
capable of participating in government contracts. The program is administered by DLA's Office of Small
Business Programs in cooperation with states, local governments and nonprofit organizations.
Under the program, Procurement Technical Assistance Centers (PTACs) are a nationwide network of
procurement professionals who help businesses compete for and perform contracts with the Department of
Defense, other federal agencies, state and local governments and with government prime contractors.

WHERE ARE PTACS LOCATED?
PTACs have a local presence in 49 states, Washington, D.C.,
Puerto Rico, Guam, The Commonwealth of the Northern
Marianas, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and in regions established by the Indian Affairs
bureau of the U.S. Department of Interior. Some PTACs
specialize in assistance to federally recognized tribes and their
members.
You can find PTACs using the interactive map on the
DLA Small Business website at www.dla.mil/smallbusiness.

HOW THE PTAC CAN ASSIST YOUR LOCAL, STATE OR FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
AGENCY?






Provide a facility and audience to receive training on agency acquisition forecasts or special
requirements such as safety, badging, web-based applications, or specific bid requirements
Host matchmaking events where businesses and government meet to discuss future contracting
opportunities or where small and large businesses meet to partner on government contracts
Identify small and large businesses who provide specific product or services
Provide a facility and audience for pre/post-proposal conferences and industry outreach events
Embed with Contracting office to facilitate SAM registration in contingency environments

2021 PTACs BY THE NUMBERS





PTACs reported 56,729 active clients
PTACs provided 183,455 hours of counseling with large and small businesses
PTACs hosted 5,267 events
PTAC clients were awarded $24,121,507,410 in government contracts and subcontracts

WHERE CAN I LEARN MORE ABOUT PTACS?
Watch a video to learn more about PTAC support to large and small businesses: https://youtu.be/_mX88Sr18x8
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